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POLISHED BRASS
PBW | PBL

 
Elevate your space with the timeless sophistication of our hand polished brass finish, combining 

luxurious shine and enduring elegance to enhance any decor.

(L)acquer & (W)ax Living Protection Available

Hand-Crafted
Metal Finishes

Dive into a world of design possibilities with our extensive range of hand-crafted metal finishes, each offering a unique character to 
complement your space. From the classic sophistication of polished brass to the understated elegance of satin nickel, our collection caters 

to diverse tastes and interior styles. Discover the timeless allure of antique brass, exuding a nostalgic charm, or embrace the modern 
sleekness of polished chrome for a contemporary touch. With meticulous attention to detail and quality craftsmanship, our metal finishes 
promise not only aesthetic appeal but also durability, ensuring a lasting impact on your decor. Transform your surroundings and elevate 

your living spaces with the exquisite beauty and versatility embodied in our curated selection of metal finishes.

Wax - Our wax coating allows the natural aging process to happen gradually overtime with use and natural oxidisation. If you 
wish to prolong the aging process regularly apply wax when cleaning to slow the aging process.

Lacquer - Lacquer protective coating preserves and prevents the natural aging process. Lacquer is a great option if you do not 
wish for the finish to change overtime or wish to reduce finger prints.
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DARK BRONZE
DBRZW | DBRZL

Experience the allure of our Dark Bronze, a rich and sophisticated choice that infuses a sense of depth 
and character into your space, creating a timeless and distinguished aesthetic.

(L)acquer & (W)ax Living Protection Available

SATIN NICKEL
SN

Discover understated elegance with our satin nickel metal finish, seamlessly blending a refined, 
brushed texture with a sophisticated nickel hue to add a touch of modern luxury and warmth to 

your decor.

SATIN CHROME
SC

Introducing our satin chrome finish, a contemporary and refined choice that effortlessly combines a 
smooth, brushed texture with a sleek chrome sheen, creating a sophisticated and versatile aesthetic 

for your modern living spaces.

SATIN BRASS
SBW | SBL

Satin Brass is a refined and contemporary choice that seamlessly blends a soft, hand brushed texture 
with warm brass tones, adding a touch of modern luxury to your surroundings.

(L)acquer & (W)ax Living Protection Available

ANTIQUE BRASS
ABW | ABL

Capture the charm of yesteryear with our antique brass finish, exuding a vintage allure that brings a 
touch of timeless elegance. Antique Brass is hand patined and sits inbetween Dark Bronze and Satin 

Brass.

(L)acquer & (W)ax Living Protection Available

POLISHED CHROME
PC

Introducing our polished chrome metal finish, a stunning and modern choice that radiates brilliance, 
bringing a sleek and polished aesthetic to any space with its contemporary allure. Polished Chrome 

can provide a durable finish solution for areas by the coast and in bathrooms.

POLISHED NICKEL
PN

Elevate your space with the sleek brilliance of our polished nickel finish, a 

modern and sophisticated choice that effortlessly combines lustrous shine with contemporary style.


